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Case Study

MOBILITY INITIATIVE

The banking standard for decades has been a teller 
assisting customers from behind a counter. Imagine a 
paradigm shift away from this ‘tethered’ model – one where 
banking associates could support and assist customers from 
anywhere within the walls of a bank. No more lines. As a result of 
growing technology, this model has become possible. With 
specially-equipped tablets, banking associates can support 
customers with banking transactions and proactively 
recommend banking products without being restricted to a desk 
or counter.  This shift toward a paperless and increasingly more 
mobile banking experience, represents a way banks can better 
meet the needs of customers.
 

ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

The customer is an American multi-national banking and 
financial services corporation headquartered in North Carolina. 
The organization is the second largest bank in the US and 
operates in all 50 states and in over 40 countries with over 5,000 
banking centers.

CHALLENGE

The customer needed a partner that understood their strategy, 
business needs and technical requirements. They wanted 
easy-to-use and reliable devices with superior data security to 
protect confidential information and banking associates’ privacy. 
All devices had to be uniquely prepared with cases and 
instructions for a simple activation process. In addition to this, 
they needed ongoing support for all devices. 

SOLUTION
MOBI created a multi-faceted solution to support the 
customer’s mobility initiative to deploy, activate, secure, and 
support iPads in their banking centers. The solution delivered 
included the following results:
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6000 iPads 
Deployed

3000 Managed 
Ongoing

6,000 iPad Air 2 tablets
Custom software configuration of every device prior to 
deployment, including installation of MaaS360
Unique hardware preparation, which included placing 
tablets in cases and packaging accessories and 
instructions for bank associates
Customized MOBI Portal for device ordering and 
management
Global deployment of the initial device stock and 
ongoing deployment as needed
On-site repair or replacement of devices
Ongoing dedicated phone, web chat, and email support 
via the MOBI helpdesk

iPads at Banking Centers
Multi-national bank seeks tablets for better customer 
interaction and efficiency


